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Abstract-One of the main challenges in the wireless broadcast
channels is the co-channel interference among multiple destinations. Practical linear precoding techniques such as zeroforcing beam forming (ZFBF) is used to avoid the co-channel
interference. However, the achievable diversity order of the ZFBF
is bounded by the number of transmitter antennas. In this
paper, we introduce a spectral efficient cooperative broadcast
channels transmission protocol in the MISO channels using linear
precoding. We evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol
using the diversity and multiplexing tradeoff. The proposed
protocol can achieve the maximum diversity order expressed as a
sum of the transmitter antennas and the number of participating
relays. For a large num ber of relay candidates, the diversity and
multiplexing tradeoff of the proposed protocol completely surpasses the performance of the comparable scheme. Simulations
have also shown the outage probability of the proposed protocol
outperforms the existing scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the wireless broadcast channels, multiple-input singleoutput (MISO) configuration is particularly of interest. In the
MISO channels, the optimal sum-rate can be achieved using
interference pre-substraction technique known as dirty paper
coding (DPC) [1]. However, the high computation cost and
complexity make it less attractive if compared to suboptimal
methods such as linear precoding. An example is the zeroforcing beamforming (ZFBF) which cancels the co-channel
interference among multiple users [2]. Linear precoded broadcast transmission protocol can achieve the optimal sum-rate
by utilising the multi-user diversity [3] in scheduling. The
ZFBF with semi-orthogonal user scheduling proposed in [4]
can achieve the optimal sum-rate capacity. The merits in terms
of practicality and spectral efficiency motivate the application
of ZFBF in broadcast transmission.
On the other hand, the diversity order of the MISO broadcast
channels achieved by DPC and linear precoding is constrained
by the number of transmitter antennas. Increasing the number
of transmitter antennas is costly due to the independent RFchain required by each additional antenna. As a practical way
to improve the reliability, we propose to incorporate the cooperative transmission in the broadcast transmission. Cooperative
transmission provides another dimension of spatial diversity
known as cooperative diversity. The cooperative diversity is
achieved by employing relay nodes to forward the information
broadcast by the source [5]. No extra hardware cost is required
since the relays can be formed by the idle users. Initial work
focussed on single antenna node which transmits one new
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message only per time slot, e.g. the dynamic decode-andforward (DDF) strategy proposed in [6] which can achieve
full diversity in broadcast channels. The main challenge of
introducing the relay transmission in MISO broadcast channels
is the co-channel interference among multiple users. This
motivates the work in this paper.
In this paper, we propose a linear precoded cooperative
broadcast channels (CBC) transmission protocol for MISO
broadcast channels. By using the existing ZFBF with semiorthogonal user scheduling at the source [4] coupled with
the ZFBF at the relay, co-channel interference among the
destinations can be nullified. All qualified relays are scheduled
in a round robin fashion to forward the source messages to the
target destinations. At each time slot, new messages will be
transmitted along with the relayed messages from the previous
time slot. This non-orthogonal transmission strategy allows the
source and the relays to share a common bandwidth and the
outcome is a spectrally efficient cooperative transmission. At
each of the destinations, simple successive decoding is used to
decode the mixture of the new source message and the relayed
message.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed CBC protocol using the diversity and multiplexing tradeoff [7]. The
achievable diversity and multiplexing tradeoff of the proposed
CBC scheme completely surpasses the non-cooperative ZFBF
scheme when a large number of relays is available. The
maximum diversity order expressed as a sum of number of
transmitter antennas at the source and the number of available
relays is achievable by the proposed scheme. Monte-Carlo
simulations have also shown that the outage probability of
the proposed scheme outperforms the comparable scheme.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE COOPERATIVE BROADCAST
CHANNELS (CBC) PROTOCOL
Consider a broadcast scenario with one source, M destinations and L relays. The source and relays are equipped with M;
and M; antennas respectively 1, while the destination nodes
have single antenna. Note that M; 2 M; and M; == M.
However, in the presentation of the proposed protocol, we
set M; == M t == M for simplicity. The relay transmission
1 The assumption of multiple antennas at the relays is reasonable because
multiple antennas relay can be formed by clustering several single antenna
nodes. This is further supported bythe fact that in wireless network, idle user
set is much larger than the active user set.
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uses decode-and-forward (DF) strategy and the half duplex
constraint is assumed. We adopt time division duplex (TDD)
due to its simplicity. All channels undergo quasi static and frequency non-selective Rayleigh fading. The noise is circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian distributed, n rv CN(o, a;).
The proposed CBC protocol is described in two phases, the
initialization and the cooperative transmission.

A. Initialization
All nodes assume perfect knowledge of the local channel
state information (CSI) to enable linear precoding at the source
and relays, and coherent detection at the destinations. Using
the channel reciprocity principle, the CSI can be acquired
using open-loop method [8]. Using this method, the source
and each destinations will take tum to broadcast the training
symbols. A total of M + 1 time slots are needed for such
signaling. On the other hand, M time slots are needed for the
non-cooperative ZFBF broadcast scheme [4] which serves as
a baseline for comparison. The CBC protocol only consumes
one extra time slot. All nodes use such training information to
estimate their local channels. Every relay will know whether
it can decode the source messages successfully. The qualified
relays will inform the destinations through the control channel.
The criterion for successful decoding will be discussed in the
next section.

B. Cooperative Transmission

log2 det(1

+ roHRk WWHH1fk) > MR

(4)

where R is the target rate in bits/s/Hz for each destination
and rO == an
E 2 denotes the mean SNR. All K qualified relays
decode the messages and store them in memory.
2) Second time slot: During the second time slot, the
source will transmit M new messages concurrently, such that
x(2) == Ws(2). Denote row vector gRk,m as the channel
between the relay Rk and the mth destination. All K qualified
relays are scheduled to transmit in a round robin fashion.
Only one relay will transmit at each cooperative time slot.
Specifically, the first relay will forward the messages s(l) with
precoding as XR I == P RI s (l ), where the precoding matrix
P RI == [PRI,l··· PRI,m··· PRI,M] , each column vector
PRI,m, for m == 1, ... , M should ensure no interference to
other destinations. Denote A as a matrix which contains all
the interfering channels (all channels other than its targeted
destination). In this instance, denote

and we set PRI,m as

Using user scheduling such as semi-orthogonal user selection in [4], we can have M orthogonal channels, such that
hj 1- h k for any j i- k. Applying the ZFBF with scheduling,
we can achieve M interference-free parallel transmission in a
single time slot, which leads to the optimal sum-rate [4].
1) First time slot: At the first time slot, the source transmits
M messages simultaneously, such that x(l) == Ws(l) , where
s(l) == [sl(l) ... sM(l)
sm(K) is the message
with unit energy transmitted at the Kth time slot to mth
destination. W == [ WI
WM J is the weighting matrix.
According to zero-forcing criterion [9], hjWk == 0 for any
j i- k where h, is row vector and Wk is column vector, the
weighting matrix is set to

JT ,

w . [ {;!;

Out of total L available relays, there are K qualified
relays manage to decode the messages successfully. Since
symmetrical system is considered, the sum-rate criterion is
used to determine whether a relay is qualified. The criterion
is written as

I~~I

],

(1)

where the normalising factor is used to ensure the energy per
destination is unity, i.e. W HW == 1M . The vector h m is the
channel from source to mth destination and Ihml is used to
denote the Euclidean norm of vector h m . The signal received
by mth destination is

Ym(l) == JE:"h m w ms m(l)

+ n m (l ),

rk(l) == JE:"H RkWs(l)

+ llk(l),

so that gRI,iPRI,j == 0 for any i i- j. The computation of
the null space can be found in [10]. The energy of PRl,m
is unity, i.e p1fI,mPR I,m == 1. The null space precoding
well known as ZFBF is able to multiplex M stream of
messages simultaneously and eliminate the interference among
destinations. At the mth destination, the observation is

Ym(2) ==

JE:"lhmlsm(2) + JE:"gR I,mPR I,m sm(l) +n m (2).

(6)
Although the remaining relays also receive a mixture of the
messages, they will be able to decode the source messages
using simple successive decoding since they satisfy the qualification criterion in eq. 4.

3) Continue until all K qualified relays have been used:
The relaying process will continue until all K qualified relays
T
have been used. Let s == [sm(l) . . . sm(K + 1) J '
Ihml
0
0
gRI,mPRI,m Ihml
0

o

(2)

where E s is the average transmit energy per antenna, n m is
the noise at mth destination and hmW m== IhmI. The signal
received by the kth relay is
(3)

(5)

PRI,m E Null Space of A,

and II == [ n m (l )
for K + 1 time slots is
Ym

gRK,mPRK,m Ihml
nm(K + 1)
the signal model

JT,

==

Hms

+ n.

The mutual information at node m for K

where H Rk is the matrix channel from source to kth relay and
llk (1) is the i.i.d. noise vector at time slot 1.
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== - K
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+1
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where rO == ~2 and the subscript K of I K denotes the total
number of relays used in the cooperative transmission.
III. DIVERSITY AND MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF ANALYSIS
This section provides the performance evaluation of the
proposed CBC protocol using the diversity and multiplexing
tradeoff. Several key questions such as the probability that
a relay is qualified, number of qualified relays and outage
probability are derived. Using the outage probability upper
bound, the diversity and multiplexing tradeoff is obtained.
First, we wish to determine the probability that a relay
will decode the source information successfully. In order
to formalise the qualification criterion into probability, we
determine the statistical distribution of the SNR of each relay.
We generalise the channel matrix from the source with M,
transmitter, to the relay with M r receiver, as H w with dimension M; x M t . Recall equation 3, the virtual channel matrix
can be written as H == H w W where H w rv CN(o, I M t Q9 :E),
E is the covariance matrix with dimension M; x Mr. The
weighting matrix W is treated as a constant matrix with
when i -=I- j , i, j are the
orthogonal columns, i.e
j ==
column numbers. This is valid when forced semi-orthogonality
user scheduling proposed by [4] is employed. In this case,
the columns of H remain independent of each other , i.e
hfhj == when i -=I- j, i,j are the column numbers. Using the
zero- forcing criterion at the receiver, we can decompose the
SNR into M; parallel streams. Denote h k as the kth column
of Hand H as the remaining columns of H after removing
the kth column while Wk is the kth column of W. The SNR
of kth stream can be obtained using the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The SNR of kth stream can be expressed as

wfw

°

°

rk == roh;: QAQHh k ,

The corresponding cumulative density function (CDF) is

F(rk) == l-exp _
rk
( rou21wkl2 )

n

"

(11)
Proof Refer [12].
•
With the knowledge of the distribution of the kth stream
SNR, we can determine the probability that a relay is qualified.
Assuming the SNR of each stream is independent, we obtain
the following lemma.
Lemma 3: By assuming quasi static and frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels, at high SNR, the probability that a relay is qualified can be approximated as

rMr-Mt+1
P(A) ~ 1 - M r (M _ M
)"
t

r

+1

(12)

"

where A is the event that a relay is qualified and r == 'Yo2 ,Wk
-1,2'
Proof" Refer [12]. Note that the outage event of each
stream in linear receiver is not strictly independent. However,
the independent SNR assumption does not affect the diversity
of the system and is used to make the analysis tractable, as
discussed in [13].
•
Given total L available relays, we are able to determine
the number of qualified relays using the following theorem.
Note that we use special symbol ~ to denote the exponential
equality, i.e. f( ro) ~ ro to denote lim-vo-+oo lOf2
!('YO) == n.
og2 'Yo
Theorem 2: By assuming quasi static and frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels, the size of the qualified
relay set {i : det (I + roHRi WWHH1{) 2:: 2MrR } at high
SNR can be approximated as
R

I

(9)

where 1'0 = .!Jt and QAQH = I - ft (ftHft) -1 ftH. Note
that Q is unitary matrix containing the eigen vectors, A is
diagonal matrix containing the eigen values.
Proof Refer [11].
•
Before determining the distribution of the SNR of kth
stream, we need to know the distribution of h k . We know
that h k is the weighted sum of complex Gaussian vectors.
The subsequent lemma provides us the distribution of h k .
Lemma 2: Given H w rv CN(O, I M t Q9:E) , h k == HwWk is
complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and covariance
IWkl2E , such that hk CNMr(O, IWkI2E).
Proof" Refer [12].
•
By using lemma 1 and lemma 2, the distribution of the kth
stream SNR at the relay receiver is obtained, as shown in the
following theorem.
Theorem 1: When H w rv CN(O,I Mt Q9 u 2 I M r ) , the SNR
of the kth stream at the relay receiver is a chi-square variable
with probability density function (PDF)

Mr-Mt 1 (
)
'" _
rk
~ n! rou21wkl2

P(K)

~
.z.,

L'
(
rMr-Mt+1) L-K
(L _ ~)!K! M r (M r _ M t + I)!
(13)
rO -(Mr-Mt+1)(L-K)(1-r),
(14)

,

where l' = ~~';J2
K is the number of qualified relays,
L is the number of available relays and K < L.Note that r
is defined in eq. 18. As rO - t 00 , P(K == L) - t 1 and the
probability for K -=I- L is very small such that P(K -=I- L) - t 0.
Proof" Refer [12].
•
Knowing the number of qualified relays, we proceed to
determine the outage performance of the proposed protocol.
Define the outage event for the proposed CBC protocol as

"-J

(15)
K

where OK is the event that the mutual information when there
are K qualified relays is below the target data rate, i.e I K :::; R.
The outage probability of the system can be expressed as
k

P(O)

(rk)Mr-M t

==

L

P(OK )P(K),

(16)

K=O
(10)

where P(K) is stated in theorem 2 and P( OK) is the outage
probability when K relays are qualified. The upper bound of
P( OK) is expressed in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3: By assuming quasi static and frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels, the outage probability for
the event that K relays are qualified at high SNR can be
expressed as

P(OK)

<

((_l)K

12
- - - Non-Coop. ZFSF,N!=4
10

'C'

t· 10

>-

,0

6

e

~

Q)

~

'0

-[Mt (1-

>

.

i:5

r)+K- (K+1)r] (17)

d ~ lim _log [Pe(,o)] and r ~ lim R(,o)
log

- - CSC, L=8,Mt4

·rn

o

Proof: Refer [12].
•
Recall that the diversity and multiplexing gain can be
defined as [7]
'Yo ~oo

CSC, L=2,Mt4

c-

t

M ,~K

8

:0-

1,=0

x

_

- t - - CSC, L=4,Mt4

~'Y(K+llr~
(In'YbK+llry)
o
!--t i!(-l)K-1,

( 'Y~'Yo-1) M

- - . - CSC, L=1,Mt4

'Yo ~oo

log,o '

d(r)==Mt(l-r)+[L-(L+l)r]+,

2

0

(18)

where Pe is maximum likelihood (ML) probability of detection
error and R is the data rate in bits/Hz/s, Since the ML error
probability can be tightly bounded by the outage probability
at high SNR, the outage probability will be used. Combining
the results from theorem 2 and 3, the following diversity multiplexing tradeoff for the proposed CBC protocol is obtained.
Theorem 4: By assuming quasi-static and frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading channels, the achievable diversitymultiplexing tradeoff for the proposed CBC protocol at high
SNR is
(19)

where 0 < r :::; 1 and (x)+ denotes max{x, O}.
As a comparison, the optimal diversity and multiplexing
tradeoff of the non-cooperative ZFBF broadcast scheme can
be written as
(20)
where 0 < r < 1.
For a fixed data rate, the diversity order of the noncooperative ZFBF scheme is constrained by the number of
transmitter antennas M; at the source while the proposed CBC
protocol can achieve the maximum diversity order of M; + L. It
provides extra L diversity order which is a function of number
of participating relays. The full diversity gain can be achieved
since all qualified relays are scheduled in a round robin
fashion to assist all destinations. When r :::; L~l' the diversity
order of CBC is always greater or equal to the diversity
order of non-cooperative ZFBF,i.e. d(r) 2:: dzPBP(r). When
L is large enough, i.e L~ 1 ~ 1, the achievable diversity
and multiplexing tradeoff of the proposed CBC protocol is
always greater than the non-cooperative ZFBF tradeoff, i.e.
d(r) > d Z P B P ( r ). This condition can be easily satisfied in
real wireless network, where there are more idle users than
active users. The great performance improvement in term of
diversity and multiplexing tradeoff justified the contribution of
the proposed CBC protocol.
Fig. 1 shows the diversity and multiplexing tradeoff of the
non-cooperative ZFBF scheme and the proposed protocol with

4

0
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0.4
0.6
Multiplexing Gain, r

0.8

Fig. 1. Diversity and multiplexing tradeoff of the non-cooperative ZFBF
scheme and the proposed CBC scheme with various number of available
relays, L.

various L and fixed M; == M, == 4. The diversity order of the
proposed protocol is always higher than the non-cooperative
ZFBF scheme. The proposed protocol has a flexible diversity
order expressed as a sum of the number of transmitter antennas
and the number of relays while the non-cooperative ZFBF
scheme has fixed diversity order limited by the number of
transmitter antennas. As the number of relays increases, the
diversity and multiplexing tradeoff of the proposed protocol
improves and approaches the MISO upper bound.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the numerical results to demonstrate the performance gain of the proposed CBC scheme in
comparison with the existing non-cooperative ZFBF scheme.
Two experiments are carried out using Monte-Carlo simulation
to compare the performance of the CBC scheme with the noncooperative ZFBF. In the simulations, the number of scheduled
user in one time slot, M is equal to number of the transmitter
antennas, M; and all available relays are used, i.e. K == L, as
stated in theorem 2.
In the first experiment, the outage probability of the proposed protocol and the non-cooperative ZFBF scheme is
plotted as a function of SNR, as in fig. 2. The target data rate
R is varied from 1 to 6 bits/s/Hz. The following parameters
are fixed. The number of source antennas and relay antennas,
M t == M r == 2 and the number of available relays L == 2.
The outage performance of the proposed protocol is always
better than the non-cooperative ZFBF scheme regardless of
the target data rate. The performance gain of the proposed
protocol is a direct result of exploiting the relays to achieve
another dimension of diversity gain. As the data rate decreases,
the outage probability of both schemes improve. This fits
the general understanding of the fixed rate communication,
transmitting with lower target data rate provides more reliable
transmission but sacrifices the throughput.
In the second experiment, the outage probability versus SNR
of the non-cooperative ZFBF scheme and the proposed CBC
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A spectrally efficient linear precoded cooperative broadcast
channels transmission protocol is proposed. The proposed
protocol rules out the co-channel interference among multiple
destinations using the zero-forcing beamforming. The outage
behaviour and the diversity and multiplexing tradeoff of the
proposed protocol is studied in order to quantify its performance. A maximum diversity order expressed as a sum of the
number of transmitter antennas and the available relays can
be achieved. When the number of available relays is large, the
diversity and multiplexing tradeoff curve of the proposed CBC
protocol completely outperforms the existing non-cooperative
ZFBF scheme. The Monte-Carlo simulations also proved that
the proposed CBC protocol achieves better system robustness
than the comparable scheme.
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